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Tree Hazards 
 
What if the problem tree is a dedicated tree or has some other high value? 
 
If the tree is high value but looks like it might be developing into a hazard, redirect traffic with 
landscaping such as shrubs and hedges as barriers to foot traffic to keep people out of harm’s 
way until a decision can be reached 
 
Are there any tips for evaluating hazard trees and staying safe at the same time? 
 
Always look with binoculars and probe around the base before you do or say anything. 
 
After reviewing the crown, look downward along the trunk, then carefully examine the root zone 
 
The more questions answered “yes” below, the greater the chance that the tree has problems. 
 
Take the following test to help to determine if a tree is a hazard and 
should be remove by adding up points.  A higher score means a greater 
likelihood of hazard. 
 
JUDGING BRANCH AND CANOPY HEALTH 
 
1 point  Are there loose, dead branches hung up in the canopy? Yes�   No�        
 
2 points Are there dead limbs (if they are over 1” in diameter, this is a major red flag)? Yes�   
No�     
 
2 points Has the tree been previously topped which will almost invariably result in weakly 
attached re-growth? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Are there broken branches with stubs unpruned or sprout-like regrowth after storm 
damage? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Has there been recent unexplained loss of large limbs? Yes�   No�   
 
2 points Are there multiple branches that cross or rub (they should be pruned ASAP)? Yes�   
No�  
 
2 points Is there decay around branch collars (a source of unexpected breakage)? Yes�   No�  
 



1 point  Are there multiple clusters of leaves right on the trunk, or short, whip-like branches in 
clusters on the trunk or on ends of a large branch?  Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does the tree have a broad canopy to catch the wind coupled with other things in this 
list? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Was the tree pruned from the outside inward (a shade tolerant plant uses its uppermost 
leaves better than its interior leaves because they are not adapted to higher light intensities so you 
may weaken the trees by pruning in this manner)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there cankers? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there wounds? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Is there wound paint on wounds or on pruning cuts? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there flush cuts? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there stub cuts? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Is there decay around any pruning wounds? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Was more than 10% of live wood removed in a single year? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Was  more than 25% of the crown removed in a single year (crown should be 60% of 
the plant) ? Yes�   No�  
 
 
JUDGING TRUNK  HEALTH 
 
2 points Are there shelf mushrooms jutting out from trunk? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Is there loose bark (this is often ignored but do not mistake loose bark for normally 
exfoliating bark on particular species)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points If loose bark is at the base of the tree, are there black shoe strings underneath 
(Armillaria)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there weed eater wounds greater than 2/3 the diameter of the trunk? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Are there insect borer holes? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Are there drips of resin? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Are there forks that have a narrow angle? Yes�   No�  



 
2 points Is there sap or pitch in the narrow angled fork? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there forks where one side goes up and the other goes outward? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there cavities? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there seedlings or saplings growing in any cavity or in forks? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there cankers? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there wounds? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Is there wound paint on wounds or on pruning cuts? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there flush cuts? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there stub cuts? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Is there decay around any pruning wounds? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Are there cracks? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are any of the vertical cracks paired on opposite sides of the tree (sign of root injury or 
breakage, VERY dangerous)?  Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Are there wounds that extend into the ground (like lightning scars that extend from the 
top of the tree into the ground---these should be examined regularly)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there sprinklers hitting trees everyday, which leads to infection of the main stem or 
root collar (crown gall, bleeding canker and Armillaria)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does the tree lean (leaning or lopsided trees are more of a hazard than those growing 
vertically, but if a tree has ALWAYS grown off center, it is generally not an undue risk)? Yes�   
No�  
 
2 points Is there a SUDDEN lean (indicates breakage or weakening of support roots, should be 
cause for alarm and immediate action)? Yes�   No�  
 
 
JUDGING LEAF HEALTH AND TREE VIGOR 
 
Vigor is reflected in the amount of leaf cover, leaf size, color and condition…compare your tree 
with others of like size you’ll be able to detect a less vigorous crown 
 



2 points Does your plant have small or no new leaves or buds? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Does your plant have small leaf size? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Does your plant have unusual or darker than normal color? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does your plant have reduced twig growth? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does your plant have evidence of crown dieback (on one side only may indicate 
Verticillium)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Is your plant persistently suckering and it is not a species that normally suckers?  
Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Did your plant bloom during the off season (this may be a signal that the tree is about to 
die)?  Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Did your established tree have less than two inches of new growth between the tip of a 
branch and the bud scale scar from the previous year or did the entire plant grow less than 6 
inches in height compared to last year (newly established plants will have growth reductions for 
the first 2-3 years, perhaps as little as 0-1”, but as longs as the plant keeps its leaves it is likely to 
survive)? Yes�   No�  
 
 
JUDGING ROOT AND BASE HEALTH  
 
Always clear away ivy or other obstructions from the base of the tree so that you get a good look 
and take the time to look at the side that is in an awkward position such as backed up against a 
fence, and even peek over the fence to see what is on the other side. 
 
 
2 points Is the soil cracking or bulging around the base (if so, it could indicate the buttress roots 
are getting ready to heave)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Has there been a grade change (look for horizontal lines of color change on base to 
indicate)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does tree look like a telephone pole at the base (should widen at the base: if looks like 
telephone pole, extreme red flag)? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  If you take a sample of the soil near the drip line of a suspect tree in a vertical manner 
(about 6-8 inches straight down)  do you see two distinct layers usually at about a three inch 
depth (indicates potential soil incompatibility)? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Is there more than three inches of mulch? Yes�   No�  
 



2 points Are there mushrooms at the base? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are roots brown in cross section? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does the outer covering of the root slip easily off the inner root cylinder? Yes�   No�  

 
2 points Has there been trenching or construction within the root zone (lose ability to support 
trunk and crown, especially if located on windward side of tree)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Has the tree had more than 20% of its roots cut within the last 5 years due to 
construction (try to find out what time of year this root cutting was performed…the least 
physically offensive time is from leaf drop to bud-break)? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Trees that respond the worst to having their roots cut: beech, tulip, sugar maple, 
dogwood, hemlock, white pine.  Is the tree one of these? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Has there been construction in the last 5-7 years (unfortunately trees may survive with 
no apparent changes for several years after the construction is finished THEN begins a slow 
decline)? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Has a deciduous tree had early or abnormal fall coloring (a good sign of construction 
damage)? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Has a deciduous tree dropped leaves earlier in the fall than others of the same species on 
perimeter (a good sign of construction damage)? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Has a tree in a construction zone had stem and twig dieback, and or abnormally shaped 
leaves (advanced signs of construction damage: appear months or years after the fact)? Yes�   
No�  
 
2 points Is there asphalt or concrete over all or part of the root system (same suffocating effect as 
raising the grade)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Has a RAISED flower bed been built beneath the  tree (some trees are affected by less 
than an inch of added soil eg, dogwood, Japanese maples)? Yes�   No�  
 
1 point  Are there visible surface roots (not normal unless they are over a rock or you have a 
high water table)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Are there clusters of mushrooms at the base of the tree (which may indicate Armillaria 
or shoestring rot which chews away the butt of the tree---major red flag)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does the trunk have one side that does not widen at the base (major red flag)? Yes�   
No�  
 



2 points Does the tree have “muffin top” (If you find a horizontal roll at the base however small, 
with a slightly narrower trunk below, that indicates a girdling root, rope, a defect from being 
balled and burlapped, etc. ---often there will be a corresponding die-back in the crown correlated 
with the side with the worst muffin top) ? Yes�   No�  
. 
 
 
JUDGING A DISTURBED ENVIRONMENT 
 
 
2 points Are other trees and shrubs in the vicinity doing poorly (if other trees and shrubs in the 
area are doing poorly, it is likely that the tree you are eyeballing will be suffering to some extent 
from the same thing in terms of cultural issues)?   Yes�   No�  
 
 
2 points Are there new specimens that have been installed around the tree that is in trouble (the 
most common thing is new specimens installed around an established tree so that the root system 
is disturbed by physical digging or compaction, change in soil level, excessive irrigation or 
fertility and too much mulch---you will expect the new plantings to croak first, followed in 1-2 
years by decline of the established tree)?  Yes�   No�  
 
 
1 point  Has new sod been installed or turf renovation occurred around the tree (you may see 
decline after sod installation or turf renovation around trees with a 3-5 year decline mark)? 
Yes�   No�  
. 
 
SHOULD THE TREE BE REMOVED AFTER A STORM? 
 
2 points Is  50% or more of the crown destroyed or heavily damaged, especially if the loss is 
mostly on one side (should probably be removed) ? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Does the tree have leaders broken back to the main trunk (should probably be 
removed)? Yes�   No�  
 
2 points Is the tipped or large split tree weak wooded such as basswood, black locust, boxelder, 
cottonwood, poplars, silver maple or willow (should probably be removed)? Yes�   No�  
 
 
 
 
 


